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Introduction 
 
OpenInsight for Web (O4W) is a rapid application development tool that lets you generate 
responsive forms, reports, and dashboards. Use our GUI drag-and-drop to lay out your forms and 
then test in both desktop and mobile browser mode. Or use our full-function API to create the 
most sophisticated web pages.  O4W makes it possible for OpenInsight developers with limited 
or no HTML/XML/JavaScript experience to develop feature rich web pages.  O4W is designed 
to work the way OpenInsight developers think, taking advantage of the skills and knowledge 
they already have.  While users with more web development experience can use O4W’s 
advanced features, all developers can create modern web applications (using JavaScript, 
XHTML, and AJAX) through O4W’s APIs. 
 
This Quick Start Guide is designed to let you jump right into web-based application 
development.  
 
By following this document, you should be able to: 
 

1. Configure IIS, OEngineServer and OECGI4 for use with OpenInsight 
2. Launch the O4W start menu 
3. Create O4W users 
4. Create an O4W form 
5. Create an O4W WYSIWYG form 
6. Create an O4W report 
7. Create an O4W dashboard 
8. Create an O4W menu 
9. Create an O4W popup 
10. Manage OpenInsight using O4W 
11. Using O4W APIs 
12. Launching your web-based application 

 

Browser compatibility 
 
O4W uses advanced web technologies to deliver an interactive and dynamic web experience.  
For the best results, users and developers should use the most current versions of their web 
browser.  As of early 2018, these versions are currently: 
 
Chrome 64+, Firefox 58+, Edge 41+, Opera 51+, Safari 5+ (Windows), Safari 11+ (mac) 
 
The minimal suggested versions for full functionality are: 
 
Chrome 63, Firefox 57, Edge 40, IE 11, Opera 51+, Safari 4 (Windows), Safari 10 (mac) 
 
Developers and users may choose to use older versions of their web browser, at the risk of 
reduced functionality, by changing the version of jQuery that O4W uses.  Changing to jQuery 
1.12 (or earlier)  allows developers and users to support older browsers including: 
 
IE 6-8, Opera 12.1x, Safari 5.1+ 
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Developers who choose to support these older browsers should carefully test any plugins and 
functionality that their web sites may rely upon. 
For Mobile development, the minimal recommended browsers are the stock browser on Android 
4.0+ and Safari on iOS7+. For a complete list of supported mobile browsers, please see: 
 
https://jquerymobile.com/browser-support/1.4/ 
 
Note: O4W displays a warning message on any browser that does not meet the suggested version 
and release requirements.  The javascript to create and display this message is stored in the O4W 
configuration record, and this functionality will be updatable via DB Management,O4W 
Maintenance, Configuration Records, Browsers Tab. 
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O4W Requirements 
 
OpenInsight for Web (O4W) makes use of the OEngineServer which requires the Java Runtime 
Environment on the server where the OEngineServer is installed.  The Java Runtime 
Environment can be downloaded from Oracle at: 
 
https://www.java.com/en/download/manual.jsp 
 
OpenInsight 10.0 and above requires the 64-bit version of Java. 
 
Make sure that java is in the system path in environment settings. 
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 Configuration of the OEngineServer 
 
To install the OEngineServer as a service right-click on the InstallService.bat file found in the 
OESERVER folder within your OInsight10 directory and Run as Administrator. 
 

 
 
The OEngineServer service may be removed by right-clicking on the UninstallService.bat file 
found in the OESERVER folder within your OInsight10 directory and Run as Administrator.
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The OEngineServer v10.0 will be installed as a service.  It will need to be started. 
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Installing OECGI4 on your web server 
 
If the web server is installed on the same server as OpenInsight, there is no need to copy the 
OECGI4 files.  However, if the web server is different than the OpenInsight server, you must 
copy the O4W folder from your OpenInsight directory to the web server. 
 
Configuring the default settings for OECGI4 
 
OECGI4 is configured using Windows registry settings. The registry settings are applied to the 
computer you are using as your web server and where OECGI4.EXE is installed. You can create 
the required settings simply by double clicking on the OECGI4.REG file found in 
\RevSoft\OInsight10\O4W.  OECGI4.REG will create the default settings at the following 
registry key: 
 
HKEY_LOCAL_MACHINE\SOFTWARE\Revsoft\OECGI4 
 
If you prefer, you can create the registry settings manually by editing the Windows registry. To 
open the registry editor click on the Start button, then select Run, then type regedit.exe. Then 
navigate to the above registry key. (See the OpenInsight help files for more details about the 
OECGI4 registry settings.) 
 
Note: If you are utilizing OpenInsight’s Internal Web Server then OECGI4 configuration is not 
needed. 
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See figure 1 below for the default registry settings. 
 

 
Figure 1 - OECGI4 default registry settings 
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The following page contains a list of all the possible OECGI4 registry settings and explains their 
use.  
 
Setting Type Description 
ApplicationNam
e 

String The OpenInsight application/database that should be 
opened. This value should be entered in uppercase. 
Example: SYSPROG 

EngineName String The name of the OEngine to start.  By specifying an 
engine name, multiple processes may access the same 
engine. (Use for debugging.) You usually leave this 
blank 

FileMode String The mode used to upload files to OpenInsight. Valid 
values are: 
1 = upload file to the directory specified in FilePath, and 
delete it when the OECGI4 request is completed. 
2 = upload file to the directory specified in FilePath 
3 = upload the file directly to OpenInsight.  
 
See the “Uploading Files via OECGI“ section for more 
details. 

FilePath String The directory where the file will be uploaded for modes 
1 & 2. This path is relative to the directory where 
OECGI4.EXE is located.  
 
See the “Uploading Files via OECGI“ section for more 
details. 

MultipleServers String Determines how failover and load balancing features will 
operate if multiple ServerURL’s and ServerPort’s are 
entered. Valid values are: 
 
0 = Failover mode.  
1 = Load balancing mode 
 
See “Configuring Failover & Load Balancing” section 
below for more information. 

OILocation String Optional, default value “”, otherwise the directory where 
OpenInsight’s executables (specifically, 
REVCAPI.DLL) resides. 
If specified, this asks OECGI4 to first change to the 
specified directory before trying to communicate with 
the OpenEngine.  This allows a single engine server to 
communicate with multiple different OpenInsight 
instances.  Note that the Engine Server configuration file 
(eserver.cfg) must explicitly allow for this directory to be 
used, via the OILocations parameter. 
 
AdditionalValues – optional, default value “”, otherwise 
a comma-separated list of HTML header values to return. 
If specified, OECGI4 will retrieve the specified values 
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from the environment and pass them into OpenInsight 
after the RegistrySettings$ field (field 26) of the request 
string.  For example, specifying 
HTTP_ACCEPT_LANGUAGE will add the allowed 
language from the browser into the request string, if 
supported by the web server and browser. 

ProcedureName String The name of the Basic+ procedure to call. The 
OECGI4.reg program will set this to use 
RUN_OECGI_REQUEST.  It is possible to create your 
own procedure to listen to OECGI requests. This should 
be entered in uppercase 
Example: RUN_OECGI_REQUEST 

ServerPort String The TCP/IP port that the 
OEngineServer/OESocketserver is listening on.  The 
OECGI4.reg program will set this value to 18088.  The 
ServerPort setting corresponds to the ServerPort setting 
in the eServer.cfg file.  If either the Registry setting or 
config file setting is changed the other should be 
changed also. 
Example: 18088 
 
Multiple serverPort’s can be entered comma delimited. 
See “Configuring Failover & Load Balancing” section 
below for more information. 

ServerURL String The IP address where the 
OEngineServer/OESocketserver is listening.  The 
OECGI4.reg program will set this value to localhost. 
You can specify a: 

 Computer name (myserver) 
 domainname (http://www.mydomain.com) 
 TCP/IP address (192.168.10.10) 

 
Multiple ServerURL’s can be entered comma delimited. 
See “Configuring Failover & Load Balancing” section 
below for more information. 

ShutdownFlags String Optional, default value “1”, otherwise a number stored as 
a string (for example, “1”). 

StartupFlags String Optional, default value “65”, otherwise a number stored 
as a string (for example, “1”). 
 
The startup flags and shutdown flags are passed into the 
OpenEngine and control how the engine should be 
started and shut down.  The default value for the startup 
flags (“65”) instructs the OpenEngine to always create a 
new engine, invisibly; the default value for the shutdown 
flags (“1”) instructs the OpenEngine to always shut 
down the engine when finished.  When debugging, it is 
sometimes useful to set the startup flags to “1”, which 
instructs the OpenEngine to always create a new engine, 
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visibly, on the desktop.  The other useful value for 
StartupFlags is “0” (open an existing, already running 
OEngine); the other useful value for ShutdownFlags is 
“0” (do NOT close the OEngine when processing 
terminates). 

SysDownPage String The path and name of an html page to display when 
OECGI4 cannot connect to the server specified in 
ServerPort and ServerURL. This path is relative to root 
of your web site.  
Example: \sysdownpage.htm will be located in the root 
directory of your web site. 

UserName String The OpenInsight user name to log in as. This should be 
entered in uppercase.  
Example: SYSPROG 

UserPassword String The OpenInsight user password to log in as.  
Table 1 - OECGI4 registry settings 
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Configuration of OpenInsight’s Internal Web Server 
 
OpenInsight IDE – Settings – IDE – Console – Engine Server Tab 
 
By default the OEngineServer’s built in Web Server is configured to listen on port 18888.  You 
can change this port by either the OpenInsight IDE from Settings, IDE, Console or via the OI 
Console. 
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Management Console eServer Configuration – Web Server Tab 
 

 
 
The engine server can provide web server functionality to serve up static (HTML) and dynamic 
(O4W) output directly, without requiring Microsoft IIS or Apache.  The web server (based on the 
open-source Jetty server) intentionally provides limited functionality, designed to handle the OI 
Console and less-heavily-loaded O4W sites with an easy to manage and configure system. 
 
Enabled Web Server (eserver.cfg setting WebServer_Disabled): Select to enable or disable the 
built-in web server functionality. 
 
Port Number for HTTP requests (eserver.cfg setting WebServerPortNumber): If the web 
server functionality is enabled, this is the port number on which the web server should “listen.”  
Default value is 18888. 
  
Name to use in URL to identify host (eserver.cfg setting WebServerCGIProcedure): When 
using IIS or Apache, clients normally use OECGI3.EXE or OECGI4.EXE (or OECGI3P.PHP or 
OECGI4P.PHP) to initiate the CGI request that communicates between the web server and the 
engine server.  Since, in this case, the engine server is acting as the web server, there is no actual 
cgi routine needed to perform the communication. However, the web server must still know 
when a request is for a static (HTML) page, versus a dynamic (CGI) page, so that it can be 
properly processed.  The WebServerCGIProcedure specifies the name in the url that signifies this 
is a dynamic page, and thus this should be processed as though it were coming from the cgi 
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procedure.  Multiple values may be specified, semicolon delimited.  By default, this value is 
oecgi4.exe;oecgi3.exe 
 
Default Connection Details (eserver.cfg setting WebServerConnection_default): Specifies all 
the default values needed to “connect” to an OEngine.  This list of settings includes application 
name, user name, password, startup flag, shutdown flag, “listener” routine name, engine name, 
OI folder, file upload mode, file upload path, and “failure page” URL.  These values are identical 
to those used in the registry for the actual OECGI3/OECGI4. 
 
Virtual Directories (eserver.cfg setting WebServerVirtualDirs): A list of the “virtual 
directories” that the web server should recognize.  These are comparable to the “virtual 
directories” that are set up in IIS, for example.  For each virtual directory, you will need to 
specify all the values needed to “connect” to an OEngine.  This list of settings includes 
application name, user name, password, startup flag, shutdown flag, “listener” routine name, 
engine name, OI folder, file upload mode, file upload path, and “failure page” URL.  These 
values are identical to those used in the registry for the actual OECGI3/OECGI4.  In addition, 
you will specify the “default page” (the name of the html document to return if no specific page 
is specified), and the full path to the actual folder that the virtual directory represents. 
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The contents of the eserver.cfg file are as follows: 
 
#Fri Feb 13 15:05:11 BOT 2015 
UserName= 
Mode= 
Procedure_1=REVCMD_LISTENER 
WebServerConnection_default=EXAMPLES,EXAMPLES,,,,RUN_OECGI_REQUEST,,,, 
Password= 
//=Process to run for mode -1,0,2 at 'idle check' 
Statistics_Directory=stats 
Server= 
WebServerVirtualDirs=o4w;examples;console 
WebServerVirtualPaths=o4w;o4w;o4w 
Statistics_Output=localhost\:18090 
Statistics_Input=18090 
IdleTimeout=15 
WebServerConnection_console=SYSPROG,OICONSOLE,SYSPROG,,,RUN_OECGI_REQUE
ST,,,, 
MaxConnections=0 
StartupFlags=65 
WebServerConnection_o4w=SYSPROG,OICONSOLE,SYSPROG,,,RUN_OECGI_REQUEST,,
,, 
WebServerConnection_examples=EXAMPLES,EXAMPLESO4W,EXAMPLESO4W,,,RUN_O
ECGI_REQUEST,,,, 
IdleCheck=60 
TimerProc= 
PortNumber=18088 
MaxUpTime=0 
ShutdownProc= 
MaxEngines=10 
Application= 
WebServerCGIProcedure=oecgi4.exe;oecgi3.exe 
Procedure_=JD3_LISTENER 
//CommandPort=18887 
EControlPassword=oq19usRJ5UuBvTNyudv/H/7soWoRIq0k 
Statistics_Days=14 
ShutdownFlags=1 
WebServerPortNumber=18888 
//WebServerConnection_examples= 
MaxRunTime=0 
Statistics_ID=MAIN 
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Configuring IIS 
 
Configuring the web server  
 
Your web server needs to be configured to use OECGI4. The types of settings required differ 
from web server to web server. Below are the settings for three of the more common web 
servers, IIS v7.x, IIS v8.x and Apache. 
 
Configuring IIS on Windows 7, Windows 8 & Windows 10 
By default, IIS v7.x and IIS  v8.x do not install support for CGI gateways. You need to 
specifically add this feature using the “Turn Windows Features on and off” option in the 
Windows Control Panel. 

Step 1 – Turn on World Wide Web Services CGI Feature 

 
Enabling CGI extensions on IIS 7.x & IIS 8.x 

 
Navigate to the Internet Information Services Options, click on it to expand the options, then 
click on World Wide Web Services, Application Development Features, and put a tick next to 
CGI, ISAPI Extensions and ISAPI Filters. To save the changes click the OK button. 
 
Once you have installed support for CGI, you can then open the Internet Information Services 
(IIS) Manager console. Right Click on My Computer and select Manage. You will find the 
Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager under the Services and Applications section. 
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Accessing the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager console on Windows 

Windows 7, Windows 8 & Windows 10 

 
Check that the CGI module has been successfully added to IIS. There should be a CGI option in 
the list of configuration items for the IIS server. 
 

 
Confirming CGI support is installed in IIS 

 
If the CGI option is not displayed, then please go back and install CGI support using the “Turn 
Windows Features on and off” option as detailed above. 

Step 2 – Register OECGI4 with IIS as a valid extension 
Next you need to register OECGI4 as a valid CGI extension. To do this click on the ISAPI and 
CGI Restrictions option in the web server Home window. 
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ISAPI and CGI restrictions settings 

 
To add the settings for OECGI4 click on the Add link on the right side of the window. 
 

 
Adding OECGI4 settings to IIS 

 
This will display the following window. Complete the values as set out below and click OK. 
Please ensure that you check the “Allow extension path to execute” check box.  
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Adding OECG4 settings to IIS 

 
You should now see OECGI4 in the list of known CGI extensions. 
 

 
OECGI4 is now added as a valid CGI extension. 
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Step 3 – Add a Virtual Directory to OECGI4.EXE 
A virtual directory is a friendly name, or alias, for a physical directory on your server hard drive. 
You need to create a virtual directory to the c:\Revsoft\OInsight\o4w directory where 
OECGI4.EXE is located. 
 

 
Adding a Virtual Directory to IIS 7 or IIS 8 
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Add the following settings to the Add Virtual Directory Window. 
 

 
Virtual Directory Window 

 

Step 4 - Updating the Security access rights for OECGI4 
Go to the newly added virtual directory home page by clicking on the name of  the virtual 
directory in the connections list on the left of the console. Then select the Handler Mappings 
option from the list. 
 

 
Adjusting Security settings for OECGI4 on IIS v7.x 
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This will open the Handler Mappings options. To add the required values for OECGI4 click on 
the Add Script Map link under Actions on the right side of the window. 
 

 
Adding security settings for OECGI4 
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This will open the Add Script map window. Complete the values as below. 
 

 
Adding the Security settings for OECGI4 

 
You need to click on the Request Restrictions push button to add in some extra values. This will 
display the Request Restrictions window. Go to the Access tab and select the Execute option. 
Then click Ok to close this window. 
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Adding the Execute Option for OECIG4 

 
Then click OK to save and close the Add Script map Window. A message may appear like the 
one below. Click the Yes button 
 

 
Confirming the OECGI4 security settings. 

 
OECGI4 should now appear in the list of enabled handler Mappings 
 
If, for some reason OECGI4 appears in the disabled list rather than the enabled list, simply right 
click on OECGI4 and select Edit Feature Permissions. 
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Enabling OECGI4 if it's in the disabled list 

 

 
Selecting the Edit Feature Permissions option 
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Make sure that you tick the Execute option then click OK. 
 

 
Enabling the Execute option 

 
OECGI4 should now appear in the Enabled list. 
 
This completes the setup steps for IIS 7.x or IIS 8.x.  To create additional virtual directories, 
simply repeat steps 3 and 4, above. 
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Configuring IIS on Windows Server 2008 & Server 2012 
By default, IIS v7.x & IIS v8.x does not install support for CGI gateways. You need to 
specifically add this feature using the Server Manager.  Open the Server Manager, click on 
“Roles” and then click on “Add Roles” 

Step 1 – Turn on World Wide Web Services CGI Feature 
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Enabling CGI extensions on IIS 7.x & IIS 8.x 

 
Navigate to the Web Server (IIS), click on it to expand the options, then click on Web Server, 
Application Development, and put a tick next to CGI, ISAPI Extensions and ISAPI Filters. To 
save the changes click the Install button. 
 
Once you have installed support for CGI, you can then open the Internet Information Services 
(IIS) Manager console. Right Click on This PC and select Manage. You will find the Internet 
Information Services (IIS) Manager under the Tools section of Server Manager. 
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Starting Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager 
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Accessing the Internet Information Services (IIS) Manager console on Windows 

Server 2008 & Windows Server 2012 

 
Check that the CGI module has been successfully added to IIS. There should be a CGI option in 
the list of configuration items for the IIS server. 
 

 
Confirming CGI support is installed in IIS 

 
If the CGI option is not displayed, then please go back and install CGI support using the “Turn 
Windows Features on and off” option as detailed above. 
 

Step 2 – Register OECGI4 with IIS as a valid extension 
Next you need to register OECGI4 as a valid CGI extension. To do this click on the ISAPI and 
CGI Restrictions option in the web server Home window. 
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ISAPI and CGI restrictions settings 

 
To add the settings for OECGI4 click on the Add link on the right side of the window. 
 

 
Adding OECGI4 settings to IIS 

 
This will display the following window. Complete the values as set out below and click OK. 
Please ensure that you check the “Allow extension path to execute” check box.  
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Adding OECG4 settings to IIS 

 
You should now see OECGI4 in the list of known CGI extensions. 
 

 
OECGI4 is now added as a valid CGI extension. 
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Step 3 – Add a Virtual Directory to OECGI4.EXE 
A virtual directory is a friendly name, or alias, for a physical directory on your server hard drive. 
You need to create a virtual directory to the c:\Revsoft\OInsight\o4w directory where 
OECGI4.EXE is located. 
 

 
Adding a Virtual Directory to IIS 7 or IIS 8 
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Add the following settings to the Add Virtual Directory Window. 
 

 
Virtual Directory Window 

 

Step 4 - Updating the Security access rights for OECGI4 
Go to the newly added virtual directory home page by clicking on the name of the virtual 
directory in the connections list on the left of the console. Then select the Handler Mappings 
option from the list. 
 

 
Adjusting Security settings for OECGI4 on IIS v7.x 

 
This will open the Handler Mappings options. To add the required values for OECGI4 click on 
the Add Script Map link under Actions on the right side of the window. 
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Adding security settings for OECGI4 
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This will open the Add Script map window. Complete the values as below. 
 

 
Adding the Security settings for OECGI4 

 
You need to click on the Request Restrictions push button to add in some extra values. This will 
display the Request Restrictions window. Go to the Access tab and select the Execute option. 
Then click Ok to close this window. 
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Adding the Execute Option for OECIG4 

 
Then click OK to save and close the Add Script map Window. A message may appear like the 
one below. Click the Yes button 
 

 
Confirming the OECGI4 security settings. 

 
OECGI4 should now appear in the list of enabled handler Mappings 
 
If, for some reason OECGI4 appears in the disabled list rather than the enabled list, simply right 
click on OECGI4 and select Edit Feature Permissions. 
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Enabling OECGI4 if it's in the disabled list 

 

 
Selecting the Edit Feature Permissions option 
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Make sure that you tick the Execute option then click OK. 
 

 
Enabling the Execute option 

 
OECGI4 should now appear in the Enabled list. 
 
This completes the setup steps for IIS 7.x or IIS 8.x.  To create additional virtual directories, 
simply repeat steps 3 and 4, above. 
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Configuring Your OpenInsight Server 
 
When a request has been received by the web server, and submitted to the OpenInsight server via 
OECGI4, the host “listener” routine validates the request and invokes whatever user-specified 
stored procedure has been requested.  In normal use, the listener routine is the Revelation 
Software provided stored procedure RUN_OECGI_REQUEST.   
 
OECGI security, when running the default RUN_OECGI_REQUEST “listener” routine, is 
controlled by a record located in the SYSENV table named CFG_INET. CFG_INET contains 
settings for which security, "wrapup", and abort routines (if any) should be used in OECGI 
requests. 
 
The CFG_INET record can be set on a per-user, per-application, or system-wide basis.  
OpenInsight first looks for a record named CFG_INET*<appname>*<username> (for example, 
CFG_INET*EXAMPLES*JOHNSMITH); if this record is found for the current application and 
user name, its contents are used.  If no CFG_INET*<appname>*<username> record is found, 
OpenInsight then searches for a record named CFG_INET**<username> (for example, 
CFG_INET**JOHNSMITH); if this record is not found, then CFG_INET*<appname> (for 
example, CFG_INET*EXAMPLES) is checked.  If no matching username or application 
specific records are found, then the system-wide CFG_INET record is used.  In this fashion, it is 
possible to have multiple independent OECGI configurations operating on a single system, and 
OpenInsight will use the most "specific" one it can find. 
 
The first field of the configuration record contains three values.  The first value of the first field 
of the CFG_INET record contains the name of the security routine; in normal use, it defaults to 
INET_SECURITY.  The second value of the first field contains the name of the “wrapup”, or 
finalize, routine; it defaults to INET_FINALIZE.  The third value of the first field contains the 
name of the “abort” routine; it defaults to INET_ABORT. 
 
The second field contains the text to return if no data is returned after processing the request.  If 
desired, the string “%query%” can be used in the text to indicate the original calling URL, and 
@VMs can be placed within the text to generate multiple lines of output. 
 
The third field contains the optional extension to be removed from the cgi request (for example, 
“.CGI”); this is normally left blank. 
 
The fourth field contains the optional default path to substitute in the request string, if CGI 
parsing by the web server has invalidated the expected response; this is normally left blank. 
 
The fifth field contains the @vm delimited “white list” of INET_programs.  By default this field 
is blank but you should add INET_TRACE and INET_TEST_CONNECT in order to test your 
connection. 
 
Once the RUN_OECGI_REQUEST routine has parsed the proper configuration record, it does 
not re-read that record so long as the engine continues running; changes to the configuration 
record, therefore, must be made before any requests are submitted, or the engine server must be 
stopped and restarted so that all engines are reloaded. 
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Before the user-requested stored procedure is invoked, RUN_OECGI_REQUEST will verify that 
it is a valid procedure by calling the specified security function (INET_SECURITY by default).  
This routine will take two parameters – the incoming request string, and the name of the user-
requested stored procedure.  If the user-requested stored procedure is allowed to proceed, the 
security function should return an empty string (“”); if the user-requested stored procedure 
should be prevented from running, the function should return an HTML string containing text to 
return to the invoking browser. 
 
If the user-requested stored procedure does not generate any output, then the error text from the 
configuration record is returned; if the user-requested stored procedure does generate output 
without any error, then that output is passed into the finalize routine (INET_FINALIZE by 
default).  The finalize routine takes two parameters – the incoming request string, and the output 
that has been generated.  If required, the finalize routine may modify the output parameter. 
 
If the user-requested stored procedure generates an error, then the abort function will be invoked 
(INET_ABORTED by default).  The abort function has two parameters – the incoming request 
string, and an error indicator – and should return an HTML string containing the text to return to 
the invoking browser. 
 
Note that OECGI determines if an error has occurred by checking the system status after the 
user-requested stored procedure has completed, via a GET_STATUS() basic+ function call.  
Care must therefore be taken that the user-requested stored procedure, and all of the functions 
and stored procedures it invokes, do not inadvertently call SET_STATUS(). Developers may 
wish to explicitly call SET_STATUS(0) in their finalize routine to guarantee that no 
“unexpected” errors are trapped by the OECGI process.  Alternatively, developers can also 
explicitly call SET_STATUS(1, “ErrorText”) to force the OECGI process to run the “abort” 
function. 
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Creating O4W Users 
 
In OpenInsight 10, O4W users are defined within OpenInsight via the IDE.  These users are 
given O4W permissions.  Users in each application must be given permission in order to log in 
via O4W. 
 
From the OpenInsight 10 IDE within your specific application go to Settings, Users, User 
Setup… 
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Create O4W users for this application.  In the example below an O4W user has been created 
called: EXAMPLES_O4W.  Users can be both OpenInsight Users and O4W Users by choosing 
the User Type: Both OpenInsight and O4W User.  You must also set the O4W User Level and 
establish a policy compliant password. 
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Starting O4W using IIS or the Internal Web Server 
 
I. Launch the O4W Start Menu using IIS 
 

1. Open your browser (IE, Firefox, Safari, Chrome or Edge) and type: 
             http://localhost/examples/start.htm  
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2. Click the Log In link from the O4W Start Menu and enter your O4W Login 
credentials.  The User Name MUST be an O4W enabled user. 
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II. Launch the O4W Start Menu using the Internal Web Server 
 

1. Open your browser (IE, Firefox, Safari, Chrome or Edge) and type: 
             http://localhost:18888/examples/start.htm  
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2. Click the Log In link from the O4W Start Menu and enter your O4W Login 
credentials.  The User Name MUST be an O4W enabled user. 
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III. Adding Permissions 
 

1. From the menu choose DB Management, O4W Maintenance, Permissions. 
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Creating O4W Forms 
 
I. Creating a Customer Maintenance Form from the CUSTOMERS table 
 

1. From the O4W Main Menu choose O4W Form. 
 

 
 

2. From the O4W Form Menu choose Create/Modify. 
 

 
 

3. Enter the name of a new form and click on the Next button. 
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4. From the Layout Tab we will start to define some overall characteristics about this form.  
The look and feel of the page can be drastically changed by creating and choosing a 
HTML ‘template’. 
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5. From the Behavior Tab we can define how records will be retrieved, the number of key 
parts, permissions, adding menus to the form, and controlled adding, editing and deleting 
records.  Form events can also be defined on this page. 
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6. From the Groups Tab we can define how fields will be organized on the form.  Fields can 
be grouped within Associations within Tabs.  User defined fields may also be added to 
the form. 
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7. From the Fields Tab we will select Search/Select Fields.  From the Add Field To… box 
on the left, choose the fields to Search and place in the Search Fields box.  From the Add 
Field To… box on the left, choose the fields to place in the Search Result Fields box.  
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8. From the Fields Tab we will select Display on Tab.  From the Add Field To… box on the 
left, choose the fields and place them on their appropriate tab.  In this example the 
Contact Info box contains the following fields: ADDRESS1, ADDRESS2, TOWN, 
STATE, ZIP, COUNTRY, PHONE, FAX, EMAIL, WEBSITE. 
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9. From the Fields Tab we will select Display in Association.  From the Add Field To… 
box on the left, choose the fields and place them in their appropriate associations.  In this 
example the Contact box contains the following fields: ID, COMPANY, FNAME, 
LNAME, ADDRESS1, ADDRESS2, TOWN, STATE, ZIP, COUNTRY. 
 

 
 

10. From the Search Tab we will enter the Key Entry prompt and Search field prompts.  We 
will also define the Search Type and Comparison Type. 
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11. From the Selection Tab we will define the characteristics of the Search Results page 
including field order, label name and label properties. 
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12. On Label Properties for the ID field click the  button to open the Properties 
window.  Set the properties for this value. 
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13. You can re-arrange the field display order by dragging a field to a new position and you 
can change the label name in the label text box. 
 

 
 

14. From the Edit/Display Tab we will select the All Pages tab and define the characteristics 
of each field’s Label, Label Display Properties, Value Display Properties, Value 
Input/Display Details and Value Links/Popup. 
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15. On Label Display Properties for the ID field click the  button to open the 
Properties window.  Set the properties for this label or all labels in this association. 
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16. On Value Display Properties for the ID field click the  button to open the 
Properties window.  Set the properties for this value or all values in this association. 
 

 

17. On Value Input/Display Properties for the ID field click the  button to open the 
Properties window.  Set the properties for this value. 
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18. On Value Input/Display Properties for the COMPANY field click the  button to 
open the Properties window.  Set the properties for this value. 
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19. Set the Value Input/Display Properties for the First Name and Last Name fields. 
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20. Select the Contact Info tab and set the Label Display Properties, Value Display 
Properties, Value Input/DisplayDetails and Value Links/Popup for each field. 
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21. On Value Input/Display Properties for the STATE field click the  button to open 
the Properties window.  Set the properties for this value. 
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22. On Value Input/Display Properties for the ZIP field click the  button to open the 
Properties window.  Set the properties for this value. 
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23. On Value Input/Display Properties for the COUNTRY field click the  button to 
open the Properties window.  Set the properties for this value. 
 

 

24. On Value Links/Popup Properties for the WEBSITE field click the  button to open 
the Properties window.  Set the properties for this value. 
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25. Set your Label display, Value Display, Value/Input Display and Value Links Properties 
for all your fields on the Contact Info tab. 
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26. Select the INVOICES tab and set the Label Display Properties, Value Display Properties, 
Value Input/Display Details and Value Links/Popup for each field. 
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27. On Label Display Properties for the INV_NOS field click the  button to open the 
Properties window.  Set the properties for this value or all values in this association.  
Since these fields are part of a multivalue association we will set the Label/Value 
Position to Over/Under. 
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28. On Value Display Properties for the INVOICE_TOTAL field click the  button to 
open the Properties window.  Set the Control Alignment to Right. 
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29. Once you have completed setting all properties on the INVOICES tab your screen should 
look as follows. Click the Next button to complete the form. 
 

 
 

30. You can generate a commuter module and Save the form. 
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31. Our CUSTOMER form has been saved and is ready to be tested. 
 

 
 

32. Enter a Customer ID, a field to search on or press the Add New Record button. 
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33. Select a Customer ID from the Search Results form. 
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34. The Customer Maintenance form is complete. 
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II. Editing your O4W commuter module 
 

1. From your O4W Menu choose DB Management. 
 

 
 

2. From the DB Management Menu choose OI Maintenance. 
 

 
 

3. From the OI Maintenance Menu choose Procedures. 
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4. Select the stored procedure created by the O4W Form. 
 

 
 

5. You can now modify your code, compile it and save it. 
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Creating O4W WYSIWYG Forms 
 
I. Creating a Product Entry Form from the PRODUCTS table 
 

1. From the O4W Main Menu choose O4W WYSIWYG. 
 

 
 

2. From the O4W WYSIWYG Menu choose Create/Modify.  The O4W WYSIWYG IDE 
will display.  The left panel of the IDE consists of the Menu choices and Widgets 
Toolbar.  The center panel is the Design panel.  The right panel is the Property Panel.  
The bottom of the IDE has additional navigation modes. 
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3. From the Menu panel choose File, New to open the Quick Form Definition dialog. 
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4. For the Form Type choose: Key and Search.  Select the PRODUCTS table from the Table 
drop down list.  Choose the dictionary items you want to include on this form.  In the 
example below we have chosen the CATEGORY, CAT_DESC, ID, ORDER_DATE, 
PRICE and SALES_YTD fields.  Click the OK button to continue. 
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5. The QuickForm Details page has three tabs: Search Fields, Results Fields and Form 
Fields.  Prior to selecting the Generate Form… button, make sure you have filled out the 
desired information on each tab.  You cannot go back once the Generate Form button is 
selected. 
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6. On the Search Fields tab select the dictionary fields you want to search on and provide 
the filed type.  In this example we are choosing ID, DESCRIPTION, CATEGORY and 
CAT_DESC to search on.. 
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7. On the Results Fields tab select the dictionary items for the items you want to return for 
your search results.  In this example we will display the ID, DESCRIPTION, 
CATEGORY and CAT_DESC fields.  You can change the order of the fields by 
dragging and dropping. 
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8. On the Form Fields tab select the dictionary items you want to display on your form.  Use 
drag and drop to order your fields.  Choose your field type for editing on the form.  Next 
you can place your fields in different tabs on the form.  In this example the ID and 
DESCRIPTION will be on the General Tab and CATEGORY, CAT_DESC, PRICE, 
ORDER_DATE and SALES_YTD will be placed on the Next Tab.  The tab names will 
be renamed later.  You can choose to put labels next to fields, above fields, use inline 
prompts or omit automatic labels.  When all three tabs have been completed, click the 
Generate Form… button. 
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9. Your form will be generated and you can begin editing on Page 1 of your form.  This 
form will have three pages: Search page, Results page and Data Entry page.  You can 
now start editing Page 1 which is the Search page.  You can navigate between pages from 
the bottom panel. 
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10. You can click and drag fields anywhere on the form.  In this example the Go.. button has 
been moved next to the ID Text Box.  The Category Description label has been resized 
and the text for this label has been modified via the Property Panel on the right side. 
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11. Clicking on a control will display the properties for that control in the property panel on 
the right hand side of the form.  If you would like to expand the properties for this 
control, click on the blue folder at the top left of the property panel.  In the example 
below we can now view the Textbox Properties for the CAT_DESC field.  The property 
panel has several tabs of properties to navigate. 
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12. While on Page 1, clicking on the Edit Page Properties link on the bottom panel will 
display the Enter Key or Search Properties page.  On this page we can define how we 
want to search on the ID, DESCRIPTION,CATEGORY and CAT_DESC fields. 
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13. Click on the Edit Form Properties link on the bottom panel will open the Overall Form 
Properties dialog.  This form has three tabs: Appearance, Behavior and Data.  Below is 
the Appearance Tab. 
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14. Below is the Behavior Tab for the Overall Form Properties. 
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15. Below is the Data Table for the Overall Form Properties. 
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16. From the Bottom Panel choose Page 2 from the Go to page: link.  This will display Page 
2 of your form which is the Search Results page.  The fields we selected to return our 
results are: ID, DESCRIPTION, CATEGORY, CAT_DESC. 
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17. Expand the area to display our search results by dragging to the right and dragging down 
to allow more rows to display on the form. 
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18. Click on the blue folder at the top left of the Property Panel to display the Table 
Properties for this control.  Here you can modify your Column Header text as well as 
many other table properties. 
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19. From the bottom panel select the Edit Page Properties link to display the Key List 
Properties. 
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20. From the bottom panel select Page 3 from the Go to page: link.  This will display Page 3 
of your form which is the Data Entry page. 
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21. Click on the CATEGORY field to display the Text Properties.  Modify the text 
alignment. 
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22. Click on the HEADER to display the Header Properties.  Modify the header description.  
Please note that each page has its own Header Properties.  If you modify the description 
on Page 1 you will need to modify it on the other pages. 
 

 
 

23. While on Page 3, from the bottom panel click on the Edit Page Properties link.  This will 
display the Display record contents Properties dialog. 
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24. From the Menu panel select File, Save to save your form. 
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25. Enter the name of your for.. 
 

 
 

26. Build your O4W WYSIWYG commuter module. 
 

 
 

27. The commuter module will be generated and created as a stored procedure within 
OpenInsight. 
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28. Your O4W WYSIWYG commuter module can be edited via the OpenInsight system 
editor. 
 

 
 

29. Exit to Menu. 
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30. To run your O4W WYSIWYG Form, choose O4W WYSIWYG from the O4W menu. 

 

 
 

31. From the O4W WYSIWYG menu choose Run. 
 

 
 

32. Select your form and choose to run in desktop or mobile mode. 
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33. The Product Entry form running in desktop mode.  This is the Search screen. 
 

 
 

34. This is the Results screen in desktop mode. 
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35. This is the Data entry screen in desktop mode. 
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36. This is the Search screen running in Mobile mode. 
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II. Editing your O4W WYSIWYG commuter module 
 

1. From your O4W Menu choose DB Management. 
 

 
 

2. From the DB Management Menu choose OI Maintenance. 
 

 
 

3. From the OI Maintenance Menu choose Procedures. 
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4. Select the stored procedure created by the O4W Form. 
 

 
 

5. You can now modify your code, compile it and save it. 
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Creating O4W Reports 
 
I. Creating a Customer Order Report from the ORDERS table 
 

1. From the O4W Main Menu choose O4W Reporter. 
 

 
 

2. From the O4W Reporter Menu choose Create/Modify. 
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3. Enter the name of a new report and click on the Next button. 
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4. From the Layout Tab we will start to define some overall characteristics about this report. 
The look and feel of the report can be drastically changed by creating and choosing a 
HTML ‘template’. 
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5. From the Field Selection Tab we can define the fields to sort, select and display on the 
report. 
 

 
 

6. From the Sorting Tab we can choose the sort order and sort type.  Dragging the ID field 
over the CUST_NO field will change the sort order. 
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7. From the Selection Tab we can choose how records are selected.  Multiple selection 
criteria may be entered. 
 

 
 

8. From the Display Tab we will define the characteristics of each field’s Label, Value, 
Value Modifier and Value Links Properties. 
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9. On Label Properties for the CUST_NO field click the  button to open the 
Properties window.  Set the properties for this label or all labels on this report. 
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10. On Value Properties for the CUST_NO field click the  button to open the 
Properties window.  Set the properties for this value or all values on this report. 
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11. On Value Modifiers Tab for the CUST_NO field click the  button to open the 
Properties window.  Set the properties for this value or all values on this report. 
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12. On Value Links Tab for the CUST_NO field click the  button to open the 
Properties window.  Set the link properties for this value or all values on this report.  In 
this case the CUST_NO field will drill down into the CUSTOMERS form. 
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13. Your completed Display Tab should look as follows: 
 

 
 
14. On the Completion Tab click the Save button to save your report. 
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15. Our ORDER_REPORT has been saved and is ready to be tested. 
 

 
 

16. Enter a Customer Number or leave blank to select orders for all customers. 
 

 
 

17. The number of rows to be selected is returned; hit the Yes button to continue. 
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18. We defined this report with detail suppress.  Clicking on the  button will open up 
the details for each Customer. 
 

 
 

19. Clicking on the Cust# will open the CUSTOMERS form. 
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20. Clicking on the Cust# will open the Customer Maintenance form. 
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21. Clicking on the Download as CSV button will open this report in Excel. 
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Creating O4W Dashboards 
 
I. Creating a dashboard and graphs from the CUSTOMERS and 
PRODUCT tables 
 

1. From the O4W Main Menu select O4W Dashboard. 
 

 
 

2. From the O4W Dashboard Menu select Create/Modify. 
 

 
 

3. Enter the name of your Dashboard and click the Next button. 
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4. From the Layout Tab we will now define general characteristics about the dashboard. 
 

 
 

5. From the Configuration Tab we will define the total number of graphs for this dashboard, 
then number of rows and columns for the dashboard and the refresh time for the 
dashboard. 
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6. From the Panels Tab we will define some characteristics for each graph. 
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7. From the Charts Tab we will define how each graph is to present data.  The Sales by 
Product Chart will be a Pie Chart and the Customer Ranking Chart will be a Bar Graph. 
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The full Select statement should read: 
SELECT CUSTOMERS WITH SALES_YTD > “0” BY-DSND SALES_YTD 
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8. From the Data Tab we will define the dictionaries to utilize for the x and y coordinates 
for each graph. 
 

 
 

9. From the Completion Tab click the Save button to save the Dashboard. 
 

 
 

10. Once saved, we can now run our Sales Dashboard. 
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11. Our Sales Dashboard will display. 
 

 
 

12. Same graphing data using Google Charts. 
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Creating O4W Menus 
 
I. Creating menus for your Forms, Reports and Dashboards 
 

1. From the O4W Main Menu choose O4W Menu. 
 

 
 

2. From the O4W Menu Menu choose Create/Modify. 
 

 
 

3. Enter the name of your menu and click the Go button. 
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4. Create your menu by choosing Menu Types (Menu, Submenu or Menu Item).  Enter the 
text for each type, choose the Link Type (None, Explicit URL, WEBOI, O4W Procedure, 
O4W Form, O4W Report, O4W Dashboard or Email), and enter the Link To.  Additional 
Menu Types may be added or inserted by pressing the Ins button or Add new row 
button.  
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II. Adding menus to your existing Forms, Reports and Dashboards 
 

1. From the O4W Form Menu choose Create/Modify. 
 

 
 

2. Select your CUSTOMERS Form. 
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3. From the Layout Tab select the menu to apply to your form. 
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4. From the Completion Tab click the Save button. 
 

 
 

5. Run your form. 
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6. The menu will now be included as part of the form.  The menu style is based upon the 
style sheet for the template used.  You also add the EXAMPLES_MENU to the 
ORDER_REPORT and SALES Dashboard. 
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Changing O4W Themes and Graphing Library 
 
I. Change the look and feel of your pages by changing themes 
 

1. From the O4W Main Menu choose DB Management. 
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2. From the DB Management Menu choose O4W Maintenance. 
 

 
 

3. From the O4W Maintenance Menu choose Configuration Records. 
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4. Click on the Scripts Tab and make sure that the jQuery Version is 1.11.2 with UI 1.11.2 
and your Source for jQuery is Google CDN (this requires an active Internet connection).  
 

 
 

5. Select your jQuery Theme from the dropdown list provided.  
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6. Change your Source for Graphing Library to: Both jQuery and Google Visualization. 
 

 
 

7. Click the Save Changes button to save your new jQuery Theme and Graphing Library.  
The look and feel of your web pages will now reflect the new theme. 
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8. Go back and modify your Dashboard to utilize your new Graph Type. 
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9. Save your Dashboard and run it to see the new Graph Type take effect. 
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O4W Form Commuter Module 
 

I. The O4W Form Commuter Module 
 
In order to provide additional, and advanced, functionality to your O4W Form, you may choose 
to create and modify a "commuter module" that the form will invoke. 
 
If you wish to use a commuter module, during the form definition process (on the "Behavior" 
tab) you _must_ check the "Call commuter module for events on this form?" radio button.  You 
can then select which events you wish to be sent to the commuter module; choose which "form-
level" events you would like to process from the "Events to call commuter module" section of 
the "Behavior" tab, and choose which "field-level" events you would like to process from the 
"Value Input/Display" popup of the "Edit/Display" tab.  The form level events include "Pre-
Read", "Post-Read", "Pre-Write", "Post-Write", "Pre-Delete", "Post-Delete", "Select", and "Tab".  
The field level events include "Entering field" and "Leaving field". 
 
[Note that, while the temptation to add in EVERY event for EVERY control is great, this should 
be avoided if at all possible.  While the underlying web technology behind O4W allows for much 
greater interactivity than the "web 1.0" straight-html forms of a few years ago, the web browser 
is NOT yet a replacement for the desktop, and attempting to have an O4W Form behave exactly 
the same as an OpenInsight (desktop-based) form - in terms of handling every event - will 
probably leave developers and end users alike frustrated.  If for no other reason than Internet 
delays and slowdowns, interacting with the commuter module (which requires a "round trip" 
from the web browser to the web server, and additional processing time inside of OpenInsight, 
O4W, and the commuter module itself) can take a noticable time.  For more performant forms 
(and therefore happier users), it is important to only 'capture' those events that need to be 
handled.] 
 
At the end of the form definition process, you will be prompted to name the commuter module; 
you will also be prompted to have O4W automatically create and compile the form "skeleton".  If 
this is the first time through the form definition process for this form with the "Call commuter 
module for events on this form?" button selected, this will be your only option; if, however, the 
commuter module may have been created (and manually modified) previously, you are also 
presented the option of downloading (into Windows notepad) the updated auto-generated 
commuter module code.  You can then manually copy and paste any relevant changes from 
Windows notepad into your OpenInsight stored procedure. 
 
The automatically generated 'skeleton' of the commuter module will include code for each of the 
events you have specified (PRE-READ, PRE-WRITE, etc.) in the form definition process.  You 
should then add additional code to perform the desired actions during those events. 
 

II. The O4W Form Event Model 
 
The O4W Form, when run, may raise several different "events"; if you have created a commuter 
module, and choose to have those events passed to your commuter module, you may 
programmatically alter how O4W behaves. 
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When the event is raised, and the commuter module is called, it will be passed the name of the 
control (if applicable) that is generating the event, and the type of event.  There are also several 
"named common" elements that you may access in your commuter module for additional 
flexibility.  These elements include formDef@ (the definition of this O4W form), @ID (if 
applicable), @RECORD (if applicable), FormName@ (the name of this O4W Form), bIsNew@ 
(set to "1" during READ processing if this is a new record), and UserFields@ (set to the value(s) 
of any user defined field(s) during WRITE processing, and also set during processing of the 
"POPUP" event). 
 
The commuter module 'skeleton' will also contain code to extract the name of the field that is 
generating the event (if applicable), and its current value (again, if applicable). 
 
When returning from the commuter module to the O4W Form, the variable "rtnValue" must be 
set properly to allow, or prevent, the standard form operation for that event from occurring.  Set 
the rtnValue to "1" to allow the event to continue processing (the default behavior), or "0" to halt 
that event (note that in certain circumstances described below, rtnValue may also be set to "-1" 
for special operations).  There are also additional "named common" elements that may be set to 
effect the O4W Form.  These elements include statMsg@ (set to have the O4W Form display a 
message), redirectTo@ (set after WRITE or DELETE processing to redirect the browser page), 
and UserFields@ (set to the value(s) of any user defined field(s) during READ processing, and 
also set during processing of the "POPUP" event). 
 

III. The O4W Form Events 
 
The events that are raised, and that may be handled through the commuter module, include: 
 
Form level events: 
- PRE_READ 
- POST_READ 
- READ_CHECK 
- PRE_WRITE 
- POST_WRITE 
- PRE_DELETE 
- POST_DELETE 
- SELECT 
- TAB 
 
Field level events: 
- PRE_FIELD 
- POST_FIELD 
- CLICK 
- POPUP (O4W 1.1+) 
 
The PRE_READ Event 
The PRE_READ event is raised before the O4W Form reads a data record.  It is called during 
two different processes - if there is a 'picklist', or list of possibly matching records returned as the 
result of a search, the PRE_READ event is raised for EACH record that is displayed in the list of 
records.  In addition, it is called to read the actual data record that is to be displayed or edited in 
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the main body of the form.  If the "Add New" button has been pressed, then bIsNew@ is set to 
"1". 
 
The commuter module code may examine either @ID, or the passed "CtlEntId" parameter, for 
the name of the record.  The code may also set the UserFields@ variable to define 'default 
values' for any user-defined fields. 
 
To continue normal processing, set rtnValue to "1".  To abort the read event, set rtnValue to "0" 
(and optionally set statMsg@ to indicate the reason for the abort).  If you wish to perform the 
same function as the READ event in the commuter module, set the @RECORD variable as 
desired, and then set rtnValue to "-1" (this instructs the O4W Form that you wish to skip the 
actual READ, but wish to continue normal processing beyond that). 
 
If for example you want to read records for a specific user your code in the PRE_READ event 
could be as follows: 
 
  USERNO = "X_UNKOWN_X" 
  @RECORD = "" 
  OPEN 'WEB_USERS' TO USER.FL Else 
   statMsg@ = "Unable to access WEB_USERS table" 
   rtnValue=0 
   Return rtnValue 
  End 
  OPEN 'REVCONT' TO REVCONT.FL Else 
   statMsg@ = "Unable to access REVCONT table" 
   rtnValue=0 
   Return rtnValue 
  End 
  TEMPID = O4WCookie("USERID") 
  READ TEMP.INFO FROM O4WTEMPFILE%, TEMPID Then 
   READ USER.ITEM FROM USER.FL, TEMP.INFO<1> Then 
    READ MOEREC FROM REVCONT.FL,USER.ITEM<5> THEN 
     USERNO=MOEREC<1> 
     sno_user = Xlate("SERIALNO_HISTORY", CTLENTID, 2, "X") 
     If USERNO # SNO_USER Then 
      statMsg@="Serial number requested is not for your user ID, 
please call Revelation Software at (800) 262-4747." 
      rtnValue=0 
      Return rtnValue 
     End 
    End 
   End 
  End 
 
The POST_READ Event 
The POST_READ event is raised after the O4W Form reads a data record.  It is called after the 
actual data record that is to be displayed or edited in the main body of the form has been read. 
 
The commuter module code may examine either @ID, or the passed "CtlEntId" parameter, for 
the name of the record, and @RECORD for the contents of the data record.  The code may also 
set the UserFields@ variable to define 'default values' for any user-defined fields. 
 
 
The READ_CHECK Event 
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The READ_CHECK event is raised before a DELETE or WRITE of the record.  It is done as 
part of the "optimistic locking" algorithm, which seeks to verify that the record has not been 
changed by another user during web-based processing.  Before writing or deleting the record, the 
original record is re-read, and - if it has not been changed - the record is locked and then updated 
or deleted.  The READ_CHECK event is raised so that the commuter module can recreate any 
operations performed during the original PRE_READ event (note that this event is automatically 
added if the PRE_READ event has been selected). 
 
The commuter module code may examine either @ID, or the passed "CtlEntId" parameter, for 
the name of the record. 
 
To continue normal processing, set rtnValue to "1".  If you wish to perform the same function as 
the READ event in the commuter module, set the @RECORD variable as desired, and then set 
rtnValue to "-1" (this instructs the O4W Form that you wish to skip the actual READ, but wish 
to continue normal processing beyond that).  Note there is no option to "abort" the 
READ_CHECK operation by setting rtnValue to "0" - if you wish to abort WRITE or DELETE 
processing, you must handle that in the PRE_WRITE or PRE_DELETE event, as appropriate. 
 
 
 
The PRE_WRITE and PRE_DELETE Events 
The PRE_WRITE and PRE_DELETE events are raised before the O4W Form writes or deletes 
the data record, respectively. 
 
The commuter module code may examine either @ID, or the passed "CtlEntId" parameter, for 
the name of the record.  The @RECORD variable will contain the updated values that are to be 
written or deleted. If defined, any user-defined field values will be set in the UserFields@ 
variable. 
 
To continue normal processing, set rtnValue to "1".  To abort the write or delete event, set 
rtnValue to "0" or "-1"(and optionally set statMsg@ to indicate the reason for the abort).  If set to 
"-1", the O4W Form will return to the main entry/selection page; if set to "0", the current page 
remains unchanged. 
 
 
The POST_WRITE and POST_DELETE Events 
The POST_WRITE and POST_DELETE events are raised after the O4W Form successfully 
writes or deletes the data record, respectively. 
 
The commuter module code may examine either @ID, or the passed "CtlEntId" parameter, for 
the name of the record.  The @RECORD variable will contain the updated values that have been 
written or deleted. If defined, any user-defined field values will be set in the UserFields@ 
variable. 
 
Optionally set statMsg@ to any message you wish to display.  Optionally set redirectTo@ to the 
URL of any page you wish to transfer to; if not specified, the O4W Form will return to the main 
entry/selection page.  Note that the value of the rtnValue variable is not applicable here. 
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The SELECT Event 
The SELECT event is raised when generating the list of keys to choose from in a "picklist" type 
O4W Form, or when generating the search results in a "search" O4W Form. 
 
The commuter module code may examine the passed "CtlEntId" parameter for the name of the 
list record that is to be created.  The list record is an entry in the SYSLISTS table that contains a 
list of all the IDs that the user can select from. 
 
If rtnValue is set to "1", normal processing continues.  If rtnValue is set to "0", NO records are 
selected.  If rtnValue is set to "-1", the O4W Form will proceed with whatever keys have been 
placed into the list record without using its own algorithm to select the keys.  In this way, the 
commuter module can use its own logic, overriding the built-in O4W Form search/selection 
logic. 
 
For example if you wanted to change the sort order of your “picklist” you can insert the 
following code on the SELECT event: 
 
   cmd = "SELECT ROYSCHED BY TITLE_ID BY LORANGE" 
   Call Rlist(cmd, 4, CtlEntId) 
   rtnValue = -1 
 
The TAB Event 
The TAB event is raised when the user clicks on any tab of the O4W Form, or uses the optional 
Back or Next buttons to navigate through the tabs. 
 
The commuter module code may examine the passed "CtlEntId" parameter for the number of the 
current tab, and the UserFields@ variable for the number of the tab the user wishes to move to.  
Note that the commuter module 'skeleton' code will translate the current tab number into a tab 
name, available in the variable "tabname". 
 
If rtnValue is set to "1", normal processing continues.  If rtnValue is set to "0", the request to 
switch tabs is aborted; any message stored in statMsg@ will be displayed. 
 
 
The PRE_FIELD Event 
The PRE_FIELD event is raised when the specified field is about to get the "focus" on the web 
page. 
 
The commuter module code may examine the passed "CtlEntId" parameter for the name of the 
web page input control that is about to get the focus.  Note that the commuter module 'skeleton' 
code will translate the web page input control name into the name of the field as specified in the 
O4W form definition, available in the variable "fieldName". 
 
If statMsg@ is set, its contents are displayed.  Note that the value of the rtnValue variable is not 
applicable here. 
 
 
The POST_FIELD Event 
The POST_FIELD event is raised when the specified field is about to lose the "focus" on the 
web page. 
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The commuter module code may examine the passed "CtlEntId" parameter for the name of the 
web page input control that is about to lose the focus.  Note that the commuter module 'skeleton' 
code will translate the web page input control name into the name of the field as specified in the 
O4W form definition, available in the variable "fieldName".  In addition, the current value of the 
field is available in the variable "currValue". 
 
If statMsg@ is set, its contents are displayed. If rtnValue is set to "0", focus is re-set back to this 
field (so the user is unable to exit this input control).  Note that MANY users find this action 
extremely annoying, and it should thus be used only when absolutely required. 
 
Never set the statMsg@ and rtnValue = -1.  This generates an infinite loop (since the post_field 
is triggered by the ‘lost focus’ event, and you get into a loop where the form loses focus, you go 
into the commuter module, you set rtnValue = -1 (which sets us back to that same field), then 
you set statMsg@ (which puts up a message box)…which maes us lose focus on the field – and 
son on). 
 
 
The CLICK Event 
The CLICK event is raised when either the specified user-defined button is clicked, or the 
specified "dummy" popup button is clicked. 
 
The commuter module code may examine the passed "CtlEntId" parameter for the name of the 
web page button that has been pressed.  Note that the commuter module 'skeleton' code will 
translate the web page input control name into the name of the field as specified in the O4W 
form definition, available in the variable "fieldName".  The variable "clickType" will also be set, 
either to "CLICK" (for a user-defined button) or "POPUP" (for a "dummy" popup button). 
 
Note that the values of the rtnValue and statMsg@ variables are not applicable here. 
 
 
The POPUP Event 
The POPUP event (available in O4W 1.1 and above) is raised when specified "popup" field has 
returned a value. 
 
The commuter module code may examine the passed "CtlEntId" parameter for the name of the 
web page button that is associated with this popup.  Note that the commuter module 'skeleton' 
code will translate the web page input control name into the name of the field as specified in the 
O4W form definition, available in the variable "fieldName".  The userFields@ variable will 
contain the return value from the popup. 
 
The commuter module can change what value is placed into the associated field by changing the 
value of the userFields@ variable.  The field where the popup value is to be placed can also be 
changed by changing the value of the "CtlEntId" variable. 
 
If statMsg@ is not null, any text specified in statMsg@ is displayed.  If rtnValue is set to "1", 
normal processing continues.  If rtnValue is set to "0", the returned value from the popup is NOT 
placed in the associated field. 
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IV. OpenInsight Field Names and Web Form Input Controls 
 
Once the commuter module has been invoked for a particular event, it most likely will need to 
access, and potentially update, elements of the browser page. 
 
When the O4W Form was defined, fields from the specific table's dictionary, and any user-
defined fields, were selected for use as "input" controls (textboxes, password boxes, etc.).  When 
the form is actually created for the web browser, each input control is given a unique name.  
These names are NOT based on the "real" OpenInsight field name; rather they are based on the 
_location_ of the given field in the O4W Form definition. 
 
For example, if there are 5 fields (FIRST_NAME, LAST_NAME, TOWN, STATE, and ZIP) 
that are defined in an O4W Form named "SAMPLE", there may be 5 textboxes on the web form 
that is generated from SAMPLE.  These 5 textboxes are named FIELD_1, FIELD_2, FIELD_3, 
FIELD_4, and FIELD_5.  The contents of FIELD_1 are associated with the FIRST_NAME 
field; the contents of FIELD_2, with the LAST_NAME field; and so on. 
 
The commuter module utility function O4WCommuterUtility has been developed to provide the 
"conversions" from field names to web form elements.  To find which field name is associated 
with the current input control, we might have code like the following: 
 
    MyControlName = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FIELDNAME$) 
 
To find what input control name is used for a particular field name, we need to determine the 
location of that field name in the list of all field names used by the form.  To find the input 
control name for the field named "STATE", for example, we could use the following code: 
 
    stateElement = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL$, "STATE") 
 
An additional complication is multivalue fields, and associated multivalue sets that may increase 
or decrease in number.  The O4WCommuterUtility will use the information passed in with the 
current control (via the parameter CtlEntId) to determine the proper value to extract from the 
current field: 
 
    currValue = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_VALUE$) 
 
If you wish to extract information from another field, simply specify that field name: 
 
    otherValue = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_VALUE$, "STATE") 
 
If the additional field (in this case, "STATE") is part of a multivalue association with the current 
field, or neither the current field nor the additional field are multivalued, you should pass in the 
CtlEntId variable as the first parameter; however, if the current field is multivalued and the 
additional field is not multivalued, or the two fields are part of different associations, you should 
pass in a null string ("") for the first parameter to prevent the incorrect value from being 
retrieved. 
 
You can also use O4WCommuterUtility to return the names of other web page elements that you 
might wish to manipulate.  The O4W Form is laid out as a set of 'grids', or tables of elements; 
each element of the table is called a "cell", and can have specific properties defined (like 
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background color, alignment, etc.).  Each field on the O4W Form consists of a label and one (or 
more, for multivalued data) "input controls", each in their own cells; within the cells, the 
contents are defined within a "section" that contains the actual text or control.  Depending on 
what you wish to change, you can access: 
- The "cell" of the grid that contains the label, with the 
O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_LABEL_CELL$ parameter; 
- The "cell" of the grid that contains the input control, with the 
O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL_CELL$ parameter; 
- The "section" within the label's cell where the actual label text is defined, with the 
O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_LABEL_SECTION$ parameter; 
- The "section" within the input control's cell where the actual input control is defined, with the 
O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL_SECTION$ parameter; 
- The input control itself, with the O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL$ parameter 
 

V. Example Code 
 
The following code was generated as the "skeleton" commuter module for an O4W Form named 
"CUSTOMER".  The Pre-read, Post-write, and Tab form-level events have been selected, and 
there are a number of field-level events (including Pre-field and Post-field on a number of fields, 
a "dummy" popup button, and a user-defined button). 
 
FUNCTION O4WCM_CUSTOMERS(CtlEntId, Event, Request) 
 
* Auto-generated by O4W_DEFINE_FORM at 16:35:26  26 FEB 2018 
 
* Standard equates 
$Insert O4WEquates 
$Insert O4WFormEquates 
$Insert O4W_COMMUTER_COMMON 
 
rtnValue = 1 
Begin Case 
   Case event _eqc 'CREATE' 
      * called when initially creating the form 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is a unique identifier for this instance of the form 
      * To abort form processing at this point, set rtnValue to 0 (rtnValue=0) and optionally set statMsg@ to 
desired error text 
   Case event _eqc 'READY' 
      * called when form initially drawn 
   Case event _eqc 'PRE_READ' 
      * called before reading record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * examine variable bIsNew@ to determine if this is being called for displaying the search result 
(bIsNew@=''), 
      * or - when retrieving the record for actual display/editing - if this is a new record (bIsNew@=1), or a 
record that is supposed to exist (bIsNew@=0) 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0)to disable further event processing 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip READ but continue processing 
      *  (If performing the read in this code, and you intend to set the rtnValue=-1, you should: 
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      *     - fill the @RECORD variable with the desired record contents 
      *  ) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to desired error/status text 
   Case event _eqc 'READ_CHECK' 
      * called before write or delete to verify record has not been changed by another user 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip READ but continue processing 
      *  (If performing the read in this code, and you intend to set the rtnValue=-1, you should fill the 
@RECORD variable with the desired record contents) 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_READ' 
      * called after reading record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
   Case event _eqc 'PRE_WRITE' 
      * called before writing record to table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * if any fields failed input convertion, variable 'statMsg@' contains details about the failure 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to disable further event processing 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip WRITE but continue processing 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to desired error/status text 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_WRITE' 
      * called after writing record to table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired 'success' message 
      * set variable 'redirectTo@' to url to transfer to after success 
   Case event _eqc 'PRE_DELETE' 
      * called before deleting record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * if any fields failed input convertion, variable 'statMsg@' contains details about the failure 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to disable further event processing 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip DELETE but continue processing 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to desired error/status text 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_DELETE' 
      * called after deleting record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired 'success' message 
      * set variable 'redirectTo@' to url to transfer to after success 
   Case event _eqc 'SELECT' 
      * called when building list of records to display in picklist or as result of search 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is name of list record (in SYSLISTS table) to be generated 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to skip selection 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) if generating list of matching ids in the commuter module 
      * (if generating list of matching ids in this code, and you intend to set rtnValue=-1, you should create 
a list record with the id passed in CtlEntId) 
   Case event _eqc 'TAB' 
      * called when 'tab' clicked, or back/next button clicked 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is number of current tab 
      tabname = formDef@<tabnames$, ctlentid> 
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      * variable userFields@ is number of 'next' tab 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to abort tab change 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired error/status text 
      * to examine all the fields on the current tab:  
      num.fields = dcount(formDef@<attr$>, @VM) 
      for each.field = 1 to num.fields 
         if formDef@<ValueTab$, each.field> = tabname then 
            fieldName = formDef@<attr$, each.field> 
            thisValue = O4WGetValue('FIELD_':each.field) 
         end 
      next each.field 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_DRAW' 
      * called after fields in the form have been populated (after POST_READ) 
   Case Event _eqc 'POPUP' 
      * called after popup has returned a value 
      fieldName = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FIELDNAME$) 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to abort setting popup return value in form 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired error/status text 
      * examine/change variable 'userFields@' for the popup value 
      * ctlEntId is the field that should get the return value 
      Begin Case 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'WEBSITE' 
      End Case 
End Case 
 
Return rtnValue 
 
This is the code that is built by O4W without any modification.  At this point, the code can be 
modified (using both "regular" BASIC+ programming code, and/or O4W APIs). 
 
Example 1: Setting A Field's Value Based On Another Field 
Let us suppose, for example, that we have an OpenInsight stored procedure that, when given the 
name of the TOWN, can tell us the state that TOWN is in.  Let us set our STATE field's value 
based on the value of TOWN.  When the TOWN field has lost "focus", we can populate the 
STATE field with our calculated result. 
 
Therefore, in the "POST_FIELD" section of the skeleton code, we look for the 'TOWN' case.  
We can add the following code: 
------------- 
Call FindStateFromTOWN(currValue, ourState) 
* Determine the web form's "input element" name for the STATE field 
stField = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL$, "STATE") 
* and update that element 
O4WUpdate(stField, ourState, O4WResponseStyle('','1')) 
------------- 
Assuming the FindStateFromTOWN stored procedure returns (in the second parameter) the 
name of the state based on the TOWN (in the first parameter), we just take the returned value 
and put it into the web form where the "STATE" field is. 
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As described above, we need to translate from the field name ("STATE") to the input control 
name; to do this, we use O4WCommuterUtility to find STATE's location in the list of fields. 
 
Once we have determined the input control name, we use the O4W API call O4WUpdate to set 
that control's text to the value in the "ourState" variable.  We use the O4WResponseStyle call to 
indicate that we only wish to update the text (and not the style) of the input control. 
 
 
Example 2: Generating a POST-WRITE Redirect 
Let us suppose that, after writing the record, we wish to display a specific message, and then 
transfer control to the Revelation home page (rather than back the start of the O4W Form).  To 
achieve this, we must modify the code in the POST_WRITE case as follows: 
---------------- 
redirectTo@ = "http://www.revelation.com" 
statMsg@ = "Thank you for updating this record! You will now be redirected to the Revelation Home 
Page..." 
---------------- 
 
 
Example 3: Aborting Form Read 
As an example, perhaps we wish to forbid reading of records on the same day they were created.  
In the Pre-read event, we can check if the requested record is 'forbidden', and if it is, abort the 
read (with an appropriate error message).  To achieve this, in the PRE_READ case, we can add 
the following code: 
---------------- 
if bIsNew@ <> "1" then 
   * Not a new record - find out its creation date 
   createDate = xlate("CUSTOMER", @ID, 27, "X") 
   If createDate = DATE() Then 
      rtnValue = 0 
      statMsg@ = "Invalid record requested; not yet posted" 
   End 
End 
---------------- 
 
Example 4: Acting On A User-Defined Button 
To display a static message (using the O4WError API call) when a user-defined button is 
clicked, we can add the following code to the "SampleBtn" case: 
---------------- 
O4WError("This button intentionally left blank") 
---------------- 
 
 
Example 5: Updating A ListBox 
To update a more complex control, like a listbox, defined as the "input control" for another field, 
we must first derive the "descriptions" and their associated "code values" that will be placed in 
the list box.  We must then replace the list box control contents entirely; we do that by actually 
replacing the "section" where that control is located. For example, if we wished to populate a list 
box in the "ADDRESS2" field when we exit the "ADDRESS1" field, we can add the following 
code to the "ADDRESS1" case in the "POST_FIELD" section: 
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---------------- 
* Change the 'address2' list box 
Call findSubAddress(currValue, DESCS, CODES) 
add2Control = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL$, "ADDRESS2") 
add2Section = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL_SECTION$, 
"ADDRESS2") 
o4wSectionStart(add2Section, O4WResponseStyle()) 
O4WListbox(DESCS, CODES, add2Control) 
O4WSectionEnd(add2Section) 
---------------- 
Assuming the findSubAddress stored procedure returns (in the second and third parameters) a 
list of descriptions (@VM delimited), and their associated code values, for the secondary address 
based on the primary address (in the first parameter), we can take the returned values and put 
them into the web form where the "ADDRESS2" field is. 
 
As described above, we need to translate from the field name ("ADDRESS2") to the input 
control name; to do this, we use O4WCommuterUtility to find ADDRESS2's location in the list 
of fields.  We also use O4WCommuterUtility to retrieve the name of the "section" where 
ADDRESS2's input control is located. 
 
Once we have determined the input control name, and the section where it is defined, we use the 
O4W API calls O4WSectionStart, O4WListBox, and O4WSectionEnd to effectively recreate that 
very small section of the browser's page.  The O4WResponseStyle modifier, invoked with no 
parameters, indicates that we will be replacing the entire element (text, style, attributes, etc.).  
Once we have recreated the section, we create the new list box, and our new descriptions are 
now available. 
 
Completed, Modified Commuter Module 
 
 
FUNCTION O4WCM_CUSTOMERS(CtlEntId, Event, Request) 
 
* Auto-generated by O4W_DEFINE_FORM at 16:35:26  26 FEB 2018 
 
* Standard equates 
$Insert O4WEquates 
$Insert O4WFormEquates 
$Insert O4W_COMMUTER_COMMON 
 
rtnValue = 1 
Begin Case 
   Case event _eqc 'PRE_READ' 
      * called before reading record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * variable 'userFields@' contains the values of the user-defined fields (if available) 
      * examine variable bIsNew@ to determine if this is a new record, or a record that is supposed to exist 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0)to disable further event processing 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip READ but continue processing 
      *  (If performing the read in this code, and you intend to set the rtnValue=-1, you should: 
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      *     - fill the @RECORD variable with the desired record contents 
      *     - fill the userFields@ variable with the desired values for the user-defined fields 
      *  ) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to desired error/status text 
 
      if bIsNew@ <> "1" then 
         * Not a new record - find out its creation date 
         createDate = xlate("CUSTOMER", @ID, 27, "X") 
         If createDate = DATE() Then 
            rtnValue = 0 
            statMsg@ = "Invalid record requested; not yet posted" 
         End 
      End 
 
   Case event _eqc 'READ_CHECK' 
      * called before write or delete to verify record has not been changed by another user 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip READ but continue processing 
      *  (If performing the read in this code, and you intend to set the rtnValue=-1, you should fill the 
      *  @RECORD variable with the desired record contents) 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_WRITE' 
      * called after writing record to table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * variable 'userFields@' contains the values of the user-defined fields (if available) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired 'success' message 
      * set variable 'redirectTo@' to url to transfer to after success 
 
      redirectTo@ = "http://www.revelation.com" 
      statMsg@ = "Thank you for updating this record! You will now be redirected to the Revelation Home 
Page..." 
 
   Case event _eqc 'TAB' 
      * called when 'tab' clicked, or back/next button clicked 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is number of current tab 
      tabname = formDef@<tabnames$, ctlentid> 
      * variable userFields@ is number of 'next' tab 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to abort tab change 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired error/status text 
      * to examine all the fields on the current tab:  
      num.fields = dcount(formDef@<attr$>, @VM) 
      for each.field = 1 to num.fields 
         if formDef@<ValueTab$, each.field> = tabname then 
            fieldName = formDef@<attr$, each.field> 
            thisValue = O4WGetValue('FIELD_':each.field) 
         end 
      next each.field 
   Case Event _eqc 'PRE_FIELD' 
      * called when specified field has gotten 'focus' 
      fieldName = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FIELDNAME$) 
      Begin Case 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'WEBSITE' 
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      End Case 
   Case Event _eqc 'POST_FIELD' 
      * called when specified field has 'lost focus' 
      fieldName = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FIELDNAME$) 
      currValue = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_VALUE$) 
      Begin Case 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'WEBSITE' 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'ADDRESS1' 
 
            * Change the 'address2' list box 
            Call findSubAddress(currValue, DESCS, CODES) 
            add2Control = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL$, 
"ADDRESS2") 
            add2Section = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL_SECTION$, 
"ADDRESS2") 
            o4wSectionStart(add2Section, O4WResponseStyle()) 
            O4WListbox(DESCS, CODES, add2Control) 
            O4WSectionEnd(add2Section) 
 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'TOWN' 
 
            Call FindStateFromTOWN(currValue, ourState) 
            * Determine the web form's "input element" name for the STATE field 
            stField = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FORMELEMENT_CONTROL$, "STATE") 
            O4WUpdate(stField, ourState, O4WResponseStyle('','1')) 
 
      End Case 
   Case Event _eqc 'CLICK' 
      * called when user-defined or 'dummy' popup button clicked 
      fieldName = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_FIELDNAME$) 
      clickType = O4WCommuterUtility(CtlEntId, O4WUTILITY_CONTROLTYPE$) 
      Begin Case 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'GROUP' 
            * called from clicking 'popup' button 
         Case fieldName _eqc 'SampleBtn' 
            * called from clicking user-defined button 
 
            O4WError("This button intentionally left blank") 
 
      End Case 
End Case 
 
Return rtnValue 
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VI. O4W WYSIWYG Commuter Module 
 
FUNCTION O4WCM2_PRODUCT_ENTRY(CtlEntId, Event, Request) 
 
* Auto-generated by O4W_DESIGN_FORM at 14:09:07  27 FEB 2018 
 
* Standard equates 
$Insert O4WEquates 
$Insert O4W_Design_Form_Equates 
$Insert O4W_COMMUTER_COMMON 
 
rtnValue = 1 
Begin Case 
   Case event _eqc 'CREATE' 
      * called when initially creating the form 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is a unique identifier for this instance of the form 
      * To abort form processing at this point, set rtnValue to 0 (rtnValue=0) and optionally set statMsg@ to 
desired error text and redirectTo@ to desired new page 
   Case event _eqc 'READY' 
      * called when form initially drawn 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is a unique identifier for this instance of the form 
   Case event _eqc 'PRE_READ' 
      * called before reading record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * examine variable bIsNew@ to determine if this is being called for displaying the search result 
(bIsNew@=''), 
      * or - when retrieving the record for actual display/editing - if this is a new record (bIsNew@=1), or a 
record that is supposed to exist (bIsNew@=0) 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0)to disable further event processing 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip READ but continue processing 
      *  (If performing the read in this code, and you intend to set the rtnValue=-1, you should: 
      *     - fill the @RECORD variable with the desired record contents 
      *  ) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to desired error/status text 
   Case event _eqc 'READ_CHECK' 
      * called before write or delete to verify record has not been changed by another user 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip READ but continue processing 
      *  (If performing the read in this code, and you intend to set the rtnValue=-1, you should fill the 
@RECORD variable with the desired record contents) 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_READ' 
      * called after reading record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
   Case event _eqc 'PRE_WRITE' 
      * called before writing record to table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * if any fields failed input convertion, variable 'statMsg@' contains details about the failure 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to disable further event processing 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip WRITE but continue processing 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to desired error/status text 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_WRITE' 
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      * called after writing record to table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired 'success' message 
      * set variable 'redirectTo@' to url to transfer to after success 
   Case event _eqc 'PRE_DELETE' 
      * called before deleting record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * if any fields failed input convertion, variable 'statMsg@' contains details about the failure 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to disable further event processing 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) to skip DELETE but continue processing 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to desired error/status text 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_DELETE' 
      * called after deleting record from table 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is ID of record (if available) 
      * variable '@record' is the record contents (if available) 
      * set variable 'statMsg@' to any desired 'success' message 
      * set variable 'redirectTo@' to url to transfer to after success 
   Case event _eqc 'SELECT' 
      * called when building list of records to display in picklist or as result of search 
      * variable 'ctlentid' is name of list record (in SYSLISTS table) to be generated 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to 0 (rtnValue=0) to skip selection 
      * set variable 'rtnValue' to -1 (rtnValue=-1) if generating list of matching ids in the commuter module 
      * (if generating list of matching ids in this code, and you intend to set rtnValue=-1, you should create 
a list record with the id passed in CtlEntId) 
   Case event _eqc 'POST_DRAW' 
      * called after fields in the form have been populated (after POST_READ) 
End Case 
 
Return rtnValue 
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Calling Forms, Reports, Dashboards and Procedures 
 
I. Calling an O4W Form 
 

http://localhost/examples/oecgi4.exe/O4W_RUN_FORM?INQID=FORM_NAME 
 

II. Calling an O4W WYSIWYG Form 
 

 http://localhost/examples/oecgi4.exe/O4W_RUN_FORM2?FormID= FORM_NAME 
 
 
III. Calling an O4W Report 
 

http://localhost/examples/oecgi4.exe/O4W_RUN_REPORT?REPORTID=REPORT_NAME 
 

IV. Calling an O4W Dashboard 
 
http://localhost/examples/oecgi4.exe/O4W_RUN_DASHBOARD?GRAPHID=DASHBOARD_NAME 
 

V. Calling an O4W Procedure 
 
      http://localhost/examples/oecgi4.exe/O4W_PROCEDURENAME 
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